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Abstract—Grant-free multiple access (GFMA) is an emerging
technology to accommodate a massive number of devices for 6G-
enabled Internet of Things (IoT) networks. The main advantages
of GFMA are to efficiently reduce control signaling overhead
for resource scheduling while improving resource efficiency. In
this article, we propose a novel resource-hopping-based GFMA
(RH-GFMA) framework with resource hopping schemes for pro-
viding massive connectivity in 6G cellular IoT networks, where
each IoT device is allowed to access physical radio resources
by using a preassigned resource hopping pattern without not
only resource request but also grant procedure, which is the so-
called “one-shot” noninteractive multiple access. We exploit three
types of resource hopping schemes in the proposed RH-GFMA
framework: 1) random hopping; 2) resource group hopping; and
3) Latin-square group hopping. We mathematically analyze the
RH-GFMA system performance in terms of the hopping pat-
tern collision probability, maximum allowable packet delay, and
interference-over-thermal. Finally, we derive an accommodation
capacity of the proposed RH-GFMA framework, which is defined
as the expected number of IoT devices accommodated in a cell
under a maximum allowable packet-delay requirement and an
interference-over-thermal constraint. With the proposed GFMA,
massive IoT devices are expected to be efficiently accommo-
dated in 6G wireless networks, while satisfying strict latency
and reliability requirements.

Index Terms—Cellular uplink, grant-free multiple access
(GFMA), interference-over-thermal, Internet of Things (IoT),
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, massive connectivity,
packet delay.

I. INTRODUCTION

MASSIVE Internet-of-Thing (mIoT) applications, includ-
ing virtual/augmented reality, autonomous vehicles,
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wearable sensors, smart home appliances, smart manufactur-
ing, etc., are expected to be one of main services for the
sixth (6G) wireless networks [1]. One expects that 6G wire-
less networks will provide ultimate experience to intelligently
combine people, process, data, and things [2]. For instance,
Cisco research report reveals that the number of connected
devices will reach 500 billion by 2030 [3]. As a representative
service scenario of 5G, massive machine-type communica-
tions (mMTCs) was considered, which supports a massive
number of IoT devices that are sporadically active and send
small data payloads. With emerging industrial use cases, the
mMTC scenarios will be evolved into several specialized sce-
narios and 6G will need to serve highly diverse applications for
various types of IoT devices [4]. In particular, critical mMTC
refers to supporting massive connectivity with high reliability
and low latency, e.g., critical medical monitoring and fac-
tory automation [5]. For example, industrial automation is an
example, where a lot of sensors are communicating and gen-
erating a huge amount of data, while requiring high reliability
and ultralow latency. Industrial IoT automation/orchestration
applications require the reliability of 99.9%–99.99999% and
latency of 10–50 ms, while autonomous cars require reli-
ability of 99.9%–99.99999% and latency of 2 ms [5]. In
the fifth-generation (5G) communication systems, it is diffi-
cult to satisfy scalability, reliability, and latency requirements
simultaneously.

In such an (critical) mIoT era, multiple access technol-
ogy will still play an important role by reinventing the
conventional multiple access philosophy that was originally
designed for human-centric wireless networks [6]. Recently,
grant-free multiple access (GFMA) techniques have received
much attention from both industry and academia to effectively
accommodate a large number of bursty devices transmitting
short packets [4], [7]–[11]. The basic principle of GFMA
is to allow each device to communicate with the base sta-
tion (BS) randomly and, thus, multiple devices may share
the same physical radio resources (time and frequency) [4].
In other words, once a data packet is generated at a cer-
tain device, it is transmitted immediately by using randomly
selected or preconfigured radio resources without waiting for
the BS’s scheduling grant. Hence, GFMA techniques can
reduce signaling overhead and latency, and have overload-
ing capability to accommodate massive devices with limited
resources. However, the GFMA may induce resource colli-
sion issues among active devices and reliability of packet
transmission may be degraded. Nonorthogonal multiple access
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(NOMA) techniques have been considered to solve such
resource collision issues [9]–[14].

In general, massive devices tend to transmit sporadic or
periodic small data packets to BS [15]. Conventional grant-
based multiple access (GMA) schemes in which each device
sends a scheduling request and waits for a scheduling grant
for sending data may not efficiently support massive con-
nections in 5G networks [16]. The significant gap between
available radio resources and a massive number of connections
motivates us to study GFMA with signature-based NOMA
techniques for massive IoT networks [17]. There are two
types of resource management schemes in GFMA techniques:
1) random selection type and 2) preconfigured/predetermined
allocation type [18]. In the random selection-based GFMA,
each device sends data over a randomly selected preamble
and time/frequency resources among a certain resource pool,
while resource collisions may occur when two or more devices
select the same pilot sequence in the random selection-based
GFMA [19]. A nonorthogonal pilot design for joint collision
detection and channel estimation was proposed for the ran-
dom selection type of GFMA [20]. On the other hand, in the
preconfigured type of GFMA, the BS (semi)persistently con-
figures radio resources, such as preamble and time/frequency
resources for each device [21], where there exist no col-
lisions in pilot or preamble transmissions. However, the
time/frequency resource may experience collisions as the num-
ber of devices accommodated increases. Hence, one of the
most challenging issues in GFMA techniques is to identify or
detect device activity and to estimate channel state information
of active devices.

There have been many studies on device activity detec-
tion and channel estimation techniques especially based on
the sparse signal processing or compressed sensing frame-
work [22]–[26]. In [24], a compressive random access
(RA) framework for active user detection was investigated,
where a new channel coding scheme for sparse identification
sequences and a low-complexity maximum likelihood decod-
ing techniques were proposed. In [26], a joint user activity
detection and channel estimation scheme based on a block
sparse signal recovery problem was proposed. The sparse
activity characteristics of massive IoT devices makes the com-
pressed sensing approach as a promising solution to user
detection problems [23], [24], [27]. Senel and Larsson [27]
proposed a noncoherent transmission scheme for GFMA tech-
niques, which can detect device activity and decode embedded
information bits.

In GMA schemes, each time/frequency resource block is
exclusively assigned to a single device to eliminate interuser
interference in each cell, while GFMA may cause the interuser
or multiple access interference among UEs due to radio
resource collisions, which results in a performance degrada-
tion in packet decoding in general. The effect of resource
collisions can be alleviated through radio resource hop-
ping and channel coding techniques, such as turbo codes
and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [28]–[30]. In
order to reduce the effect of interuser interference, a tan-
dem spreading mechanism was recently proposed for GFMA
schemes [31], [32].

In this article, we propose a novel resource-hopping-based
GFMA (RH-GFMA) framework with radio resource hopping
to efficiently accommodate massive devices while satisfy-
ing latency and reliability requirements, resulting in one-shot
uplink access for massive 6G-enabled cellular IoT networks.
In the proposed RH-GFMA, each IoT device sends its pre-
assigned preamble to notify its activity and then the BS can
obtain its channel state information, while it sends data in the
same time-slot with the preassigned resource hopping pattern
related to its preamble. We consider three different types of
resource hopping schemes in the proposed RH-GFMA frame-
work: 1) random hopping; 2) resource group hopping; and
3) Latin-square group hopping. We mathematically analyze the
hopping pattern collision probability, and the accommodation
capacity of the RH-GFMA framework under a given maximum
packet-delay requirement and an interference-over-thermal
constraint. To the best of our knowledge, interference-over-
thermal is first considered for designing the GFMA technique
even though it is closely related to energy efficiency of UEs
or system operation efficiency in uplink cellular networks. We
adopt LDPC codes for reducing the effect of the resource col-
lisions among UEs by using a joint log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
calculation method.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe a system model considered in this
article. In Section III, we propose an RH-GMFA frame-
work. In particular, we describe the overall procedure of the
RH-GFMA framework with three different types of resource
hopping schemes, and analyze their hopping pattern collision
probability. We characterize the accommodation capacity of
the proposed RH-GFMA framework under a given maximum
allowable packet-delay requirement and an interference-over-
thermal constraint in Section IV. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed RH-GFMA framework through extensive com-
puter simulations in Section V. Finally, we draw conclusions
in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this article, we focus on the communication scenario,
where massive IoT devices send their packets to the BS inter-
mittently, where the packets have certain delay requirements
as we will explain later. Let us first define a frequency–time
resource block for RH-GFMA as a GFMA block. We assume
that there exist R × 1 resources for preamble part and R × R
resources for data part within the GFMA block. Let Tblock
denote the single GFMA block duration time. We constrict
that the maximum number of devices in a single GFMA block
is equal to M = R ·L, where L ≥ 1 denotes the loading factor,
and it is assumed to be an integer number. In other words,
the loading factor L represents the ratio of the number of
devices in a single GFMA group M to the number of available
resources R. For example, L = 1 means that the same num-
ber of devices as R belong to a single GFMA group. L = 2
means that compared to R, twice as many devices belong to a
single GFMA group. When U IoT devices potentially attempt
GFMA in a cell, there exist I = �(U/R · L)� GFMA groups,
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Fig. 1. System model based on RH-GFMA.

and each device belonging to the ith GFMA group1 can peri-
odically have an opportunity to transmit data on the ith GFMA
opportunity every I · Tblock time for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}. In what
follows, without loss of generality, we describe the proposed
RH-GFMA scheme in a single GFMA block.

Fig. 1 shows the system model of the proposed RH-GFMA,
which considers a single cell network consisting of a BS with
J antennas and shows only M devices belonging to the ith
GFMA group. Each device in the ith GFMA group is active if
it has at least one packet to transmit; otherwise, it is idle. To
express this in a general way, we assume that the activation
of a device belonging to the ith GFMA group is determined
by the activation probability ν (0 ≤ ν ≤ 1) on the ith GFMA
block. Therefore, depending on ν, the number of active devices
varies on each GFMA block. In this article, we assume that the
activation probability is the same for all devices utilizing the
RH-GFMA. Both of the activation probability ν and the load-
ing factor L affect the number of active devices approximately
as ν × R × L in a single GFMA group. Hence, depending on
the activation probability, the optimal L should be determined.

For multiple access signature allocation, there are two
options: one option is that a device selects a random signature
and the other option is that each device has a preconfigured
or predetermined signature [33]. In the following, we assume
that the each device has a preconfigured or predetermined
signature. Thus, there are no signature collisions.

The GFMA block mainly consists of preamble part and data
resource part. Each of the active devices, which want to trans-
mit uplink data, sends a predetermined preamble signal as its
signature on the preamble part in order for the BS to identify
which devices attempted the GFMA, compared to the random
preamble selection [34]. We can utilize the Zadoff–Chu (ZC)
sequences as preamble signal [35], [36] since the BS can easily

1If the proposed RH-GFMA framework supports total I GFMA groups, for
example, each device can determine its GFMA group by dividing the interna-
tional mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) by I. In other words, the remainder
of this division represents the device’s GFMA group index.

detect ZC sequence-based preambles by calculating the corre-
lation values and investigating whether the correlation values
exceed a detection threshold on each preamble detection zone.
Moreover, based on the preamble detection, the corresponding
channels can be subsequently estimated [37]. After identify-
ing the active devices, the BS obtains an active UE list of N
devices on a specific GFMA block. On the data resource part,
active devices transmit uplink data symbols according to the
resource hopping patterns of devices. Here, the resource hop-
ping patterns are one-to-one mapped to predefined preamble
indices so that the BS can decode data for the corresponding
device.

III. RESOURCE-HOPPING-BASED GRANT-FREE

MULTIPLE ACCESS

A. Overall Procedure

For massive IoT networks, semipersistent resource alloca-
tion for multiple access can significantly reduce signaling and
control overhead associated with massive resource requests
from a massive number of devices and massive resource grants
from the BS. Fig. 2 shows the overall procedure of RH-GFMA,
in which for example, devices 2 and 9 in the same GFMA
group are active for packet transmissions, and they attempt
the GFMA on their dedicated group GFMA block.

1) Block Transmission and Reception: Each of devices that
want to transmit uplink data first selects its own exclu-
sive preamble index based on its IoT device identifier
(device-ID). Then, the device obtains its own resource
hopping pattern, which is one-to-one mapped by the
preamble index. On its dedicated group GFMA block,
it transmits its preamble on the preamble part of the
GFMA block, and data symbols on the data part of the
GFMA block according to its resource hopping pattern.
Afterward, the BS receives multiple preambles on the
preamble part and data symbols on the data part.

2) Device-Activity Detection and Data Decoding: Upon
reception of preambles, the BS verifies all of preamble
detection zones whether each device is active or idle. For
each of active devices, the BS proceeds data decoding
according to its resource hopping pattern.

B. Resource Hopping Methods

In the proposed RH-GFMA framework, each device can
transmit data symbols based on its own resource hopping pat-
tern and, thus, the BS does not perform a resource scheduling
and allocation procedure to give a resource grant for each
device, which is very effective to reduce control and signaling
overhead. However, if the number of active devices attempt-
ing the GFMA is significantly large, hopping pattern (HP)
collisions may occur since the number of available orthogonal
resources is limited in practice.

As stated in [38], for URLLC traffic with a Poisson type of
sporadic features, it is difficult to avoid collisions in multiple
access physical resources in grant-free transmission. Thus,
for UL grant-free, NOMA is a good solution to solve the
resource collisions while maintaining the reliability at the
required level. However, there may exist various resource
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Fig. 2. Procedure of RH-GFMA.

hopping schemes for multiple devices to utilize the shared
resources in a nonorthogonal manner. In this section, we
deal with three different types of resource hopping schemes:
1) Latin-square group hopping; 2) random resource hopping;
and 3) resource group hopping. We assume that the number
of devices in a single GFMA group M, the activation prob-
ability ν, and the number of available resources R are the
same in all three resource hopping schemes. Compared to
a typical NOMA technique [9]–[14], our proposed resource
hopping schemes can be considered as partially (general-
ized) NOMA schemes since not all resources are shared with
other interfering devices, i.e., the target device utilizes some
of resources by orthogonal multiple access (OMA) and the
remaining resource by NOMA.

1) Latin Square Group Hopping: When M ≤ R, the load-
ing factor L is equal to 1, and the BS provides each device
with an exclusive resource hopping pattern. Thus, there is no
resource collision in this situation. On the other hand, when
M > R or equivalently L > 1, there can exist �M/R� = L
Latin square groups (LSGs) [or collision-free (CF) groups]
with a size of R based on the Latin square matrix [39], [40].
For l = 1, . . . , R − 1, R×R Latin square matrix Ql with the
(i, j)th entry is defined as

ql
i,j = (l × i + j) mod R (1)

where mod represents a modulo operation. The lth LSG has
the lth Latin-square matrix Ql. One virtual channel in the lth
LSG experiences only one resource collision with each vir-
tual channel in the different kth LSG based on the orthogonal
property of Latin squares. For example, Q1 Latin square matrix
with R = 5 is given by

Q1 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4 0
2 3 4 0 1
3 4 0 1 2
4 0 1 2 3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

where there are five exclusive hopping patterns from 0 to 4.
In the same LSG, each device utilizes an exclusive hopping
pattern and, thus, no resource collisions occur in the same
LSG. However, a device may experience a resource collision
by up to (L−1) interfering devices from different LSGs when
there are L LSGs in total. Thus, the probability that a single
resource is collided by K(≤ L − 1) interfering devices for a
given activation probability ν is given by

Pgroup(K, ν) =
(

L − 1

K

)
νK(1 − ν)(L−1−K). (2)

Fig. 3. Example of resource collisions in the LSG hopping when M = 15,
R = 5, and L = 3. Device 0 is a target device in group 0. Devices 1, 2, and
3 are active in group 1, and devices 3 and 4 are active in group 2.

From (2), the probability that (N0, . . . , NL−1) resources are
collided by 0, . . . , L − 1 interfering devices, respectively, is
given by

Pr
(
N0, . . . , NL−1

∣∣ν) =
(

R

N0 · · · NL−1

) L−1∏
K=0

{
Pgroup(K, ν)

}NK

(3)

where N0+· · ·+NL−1 = R. The expected number of resources
collided by K interfering devices for a given activation prob-
ability ν is also given by

E(NK |ν) = R · Pgroup(K, ν), K = 0, . . . , L − 1. (4)

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of resource collisions in the
LSGs when M = 15, R = 5, and L = 3. The target
device 0 in group 0 experiences three resource collisions
in {(5, 2), (4, 3), (3, 4), (2, 5)}, and there are no collisions in
(1, 1). Specifically, resource (5, 2), (4, 3), and (2, 5) are col-
lided by device 3 in group 2, device 3 in group 1, and device
1 in group 1, respectively. Resource (3, 4) is collided by two
devices: 1) device 2 in group 1 and 2) device 4 in group 2. The
HP collisions may cause bit errors at the receiver. However, we
can handle these errors using a strong channel coding method
such as LDPC coding utilized for the 5G new radio (NR)
standard [41].

2) Random Resource Hopping: The random resource hop-
ping patterns may be based on an ID, such as the electronic
serial number [42]. The probability that a target device expe-
riences a resource collision with K ≥ 1 active devices for
a given activation probability ν and the number of available
orthogonal resources R on a time slot is expressed as

Prandom(K, ν) =
(

M − 1

K

)( ν

R

)K(
1 − ν

R

)M−1−K
(5)

which details are given in (5), shown at the bottom of the next
page, where we assume that a target device is active, and it
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utilizes a specific orthogonal resource on a given time slot.
Thus, we only consider the other (M − 1) devices and their
activation by the binomial distribution

(M−1
m

)
νm(1−ν)M−1−m,

which is the probability that m devices are active, while (M −
1−m) devices are idle. In addition,

(m
K

)
(1/R)K(1− [1/R])m−K

represents the probability that K active devices out of m active
devices utilize the same resource as that of the target device
and the remaining (m − K) devices utilize different resources.
From (5), the probability that (N0, . . . , NM−1) resources are
collided by 0, . . . , M − 1 interfering devices, respectively, is
given by

Pr
(
N0, . . . , NM−1

∣∣ν) =
(

R

N0 · · · NM−1

)

×
M−1∏
K=0

{Prandom(K, ν)}NK (6)

where N0+· · ·+NM−1 = R. The expected number of resources
collided by K interfering devices for a given activation prob-
ability ν is also given by

E(NK |ν) = R · Prandom(K, ν), K = 0, . . . , M − 1. (7)

3) Resource Group Hopping: In a similar manner to LSG
hopping, when M > R or equivalently L > 1, there can
exist �M/R� = L resource groups with a size of R. In the
same resource group, each device utilizes an exclusive hop-
ping pattern, and, thus, no resource collisions occur. However,
since each group utilizes the identical resource hopping pattern
matrix, the probability that a single device attempts a GFMA
with K(≤ L−1) interfering devices from the different resource
group for a given activation probability ν is the same as (2).
It is worth noting that a whole packet with R resources is col-
lided by K interfering devices from different groups with a
probability of Pgroup(K, ν).

For example, Fig. 4 illustrates an example of resource col-
lisions in the resource group hopping scheme when M = 15,
R = 5, and L = 3. As shown in this figure, each resource group
has the identical resource hopping matrix. Since devices 0 in
each group are all active, each of devices 0 in groups 0, 1, and
2 experiences collisions with two interfering devices during
whole data transmission. Device 1 in group 0 is only active
and, thus, it does not experience any collisions. Next, since
devices 2 in group 1 and 2 are active, each of them experi-
ences collisions with one interfering device during whole data
transmission.

Fig. 4. Example of resource collisions in the resource group hopping scheme
when M = 15, R = 5, and L = 3. Devices 0 and 1 are active in group 0.
Devices 0 and 2 are active in group 1, and devices 0 and 2 are active in
group 2.

C. LLR Computation for Symbol Decoding

Based on the preamble detection, the BS can expect which
devices are active for the GFMA and also which resources
experience collisions from the resource hopping patterns.
Thus, we require the LLR computation for the CF symbol
and collided symbol, respectively.

The received signal vector of the mth device with J antennas
is expressed as

ym =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ym,1
ym,2

...

ym,J

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

{
hm

√
Emsm + n, CF

hm
√

Emsm + IK + n, Collision
(8)

where hm, Em, and sm denote the channel coefficient vector, the
transmit energy, and the symbol of the mth device, respectively

IK =
K∑

k=1

hk

√
Eksk

represents the received signal vector from K interfering
devices, where hk, Ek, and sk denote the channel coefficient
vector, transmit energy, and the symbol of the kth interfering
device experiencing the same resource collision with the mth
device, and n represents the thermal noise vector, which is
a collection of J independent identically distributed com-
plex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and variance
of 2σ 2.

In this article, we utilize a joint maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoding strategy. When a resource collision does not occur
for the symbol of the mth device, the LLR for the ith bit sm,i

Prandom(K, ν) =
M−1∑
m=K

(
M − 1

m

)
νm(1 − ν)M−1−m

(
m

K

)(
1

R

)K(
1 − 1

R

)m−K

=
( ν

R

)K M−1∑
m=K

(
M − 1

m

)(
m

K

)(
ν − ν

R

)m−K
(1 − ν)M−1−m

=
(

M − 1

K

)( ν

R

)K M−1∑
m=K

(
M − 1 − K

m − K

)(
ν − ν

R

)m−K
(1 − ν)M−1−m

=
(

M − 1

K

)( ν

R

)K(
1 − ν

R

)M−1−K
(5)
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is calculated as

�(sm,i) = ln

∑
s∈Si0

exp

{
−‖ym−shm

√
Em‖2

2σ 2

}

∑
s∈Si1

exp

{
−‖ym−shm

√
Em‖2

2σ 2

} (9)

where Si0 and Si1 represent the ideal constellation points
with bits 0 and 1, respectively, in the ith bit. Equation (9)
is shown at the bottom of the page in full detail. For
example, S10 = {(1/

√
2 + j1/

√
2), (−1/

√
2 + j1/

√
2)} and

S11 = {(1/
√

2 − j1/
√

2), (−1/
√

2 − j1/
√

2)} for the first bit
of 4-QAM modulation. On the other hand, when a resource
collision occurs for sm,i with K interfering devices, the LLR
is expressed as (9), where ck represents the constellation point
of the kth interfering device. In order to reduce calculation
complexity, if the number of interfering devices to the target
device is less than a limit, i.e., K < K̄, LLR is computed
according to (9), otherwise LLR value is set to 0.

IV. CONNECTION CAPACITY OF THE PROPOSED GFMA

A. Packet-Delay Constraint

When U devices utilizing GFMA exist in a cell, and the
number of available resources and the loading factor are R
and L, respectively, in a single GFMA opportunity, there exist
I = �U/R · L� GFMA groups. It implies that if the number of
potential devices U increases, the number of GFMA groups I
and the GFMA period Tperiod = I ·Tblock increase. Tperiod also
represents as the maximum packet delay for a device to trans-
mit data using GFMA. In theory, we can set a required packet
delay for Quality of Service (QoS), and this requirement
may determine the total number of devices accommodated
in GFMA system, which we call “GFMA accommodation
capacity”.

It is worth noting that a larger loading factor L can accom-
modate a larger number of devices in a single GFMA group
and reduce the packet delay. However, a larger loading factor
L causes devices to increase their transmission power for satis-
fying a block error rate (BLER) requirement. Even though the
devices can increase their transmission power, the aggregated
received power on a resource block affects the interference-
over-thermal, which will be described in the next section.
Hence, we carefully choose the loading factor L in order to
accommodate devices up to the maximum by considering a
tradeoff relationship between the maximum allowable packet
delay and the interference-over-thermal.

B. Interference-Over-Thermal Constraint

The interference-over-thermal parameter is an uplink design
constraint that we need to take into account when designing an

uplink system [43]. To ensure that a cellular system operates
at a reasonable uplink load, the IMT-2020 requires that uplink
interference-over-thermal is kept below 10 dB [44]. In general,
the interference-over-thermal parameter is defined as

I = Pinterference + Pnoise

Pnoise
= 1 + Pinterference

Pnoise
(10)

where Pinterference and Pnoise denote the average interference
power and noise power at the receiver. When we assume that
the own cell and outer cells operate in the same way, the
average interference power is approximately calculated as

Pinterference = δ · Pown = δ · (ν · L · Prequired
)

(11)

where Pown and δ denote the received power of a device in its
own cell and the interference ratio of outer cells to the own
cell [45], respectively, and specifically, Pown consists of ν, L,
and Prequired representing the activation probability, the load-
ing factor, and the required received power for a target BLER
on a resource block, respectively. The required received power
for the target BER Prequired is obtained from the required
energy per bit to interference plus noise power spectral density
ratio γ , which is given by

γ = G · Prequired

Pinterference + Pnoise
= G · Prequired

δ · ν · L · Prequired + Pnoise

(12)

where G represents the effective gain, which is the multipli-
cation of the coding gain and the number of bits per symbol.
By rearranging (12) with respect to Prequired, we have

Prequired = γ · Pnoise

G − δ · ν · L · γ
. (13)

Finally, substituting (13) into (10) yields

I = 1 + δ · ν · L · γ

G − δ · ν · L · γ
. (14)

The main causes to increase the interference-over-thermal are
the loading factor L and the activation probability ν, which is
determined by the packet arrival rate λ and the total number
of devices U. We will carefully design the proposed RH-
GFMA and calculate the number of devices accommodated
(GFMA accommodation capacity) under a constraint that the
interference-over-thermal is less than 10 dB in the next section.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We compare three different types of hopping schemes in
the proposed RH-GFMA framework, such as resource group
hopping, random hopping, and LSG hopping and the existing
RA-based GFMA scheme with NOMA capability, in terms

�
(
sm,i

) = ln

∑
s∈Si0

∑
c1∈{Si0,Si1} · · ·∑cK∈{Si0,Si1} exp

(
−
∥∥∥ym−shm

√
Em−∑K

k=1 ckhk
√

Ek

∥∥∥2

2σ 2

)

∑
s∈Si1

∑
c1∈{Si0,Si1} · · ·∑cK∈{Si0,Si1} exp

(
−
∥∥∥ym−shm

√
Em−∑K

k=1 ckhk
√

Ek

∥∥∥2

2σ 2

) (9)
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND VALUES

of the block error rate (BLER) and the interference-over-
thermal. The existing RA scheme with NOMA capability is
based on contention-based RA, and each device in this scheme
can transmit data at the third step of RA without resource
scheduling [46]. Due to preamble contentions at the first step
of RA, each device may transmit data on the same resources
at the third step with varying number of interfering devices,
and also it may not transmit data since it may not receive
RA response (RAR) message including the available resource
information when the number of detected preambles D exceeds
R. Hence we need to consider two events: E1) the target device
receives an RAR message and E2) the target device does
not receive an RAR message with probabilities of P[E1] and
P[E2], respectively. Then, the BLER of the existing scheme is
calculated by

P[Block Error] = P[Block Error|E1]P[E1] + P[E2]. (15)

It is worth noting that a device may experience collisions dur-
ing a whole packet transmission with 1 ≤ K ≤ �M × ν� − 1
interfering devices since they utilize the identical preamble at
the first step of RA, and then the identical resources at the
third step of RA. With a low number of interfering devices
(e.g., K < 4), the packet of the target device may be decoded
due to NOMA capability while the packet decoding may fail.

Based on the uplink system requirements of packet delay
and interference-over-thermal, we approximately calculate the
GFMA accommodation capacity, that is, the number of devices
accommodated in a single cell for the proposed RH-GFMA
framework.

Table I lists simulation parameter values. We choose the
number of resource blocks in a GFMA block as a prime
number of 17 in the frequency domain and time domain,
respectively, for Latin square matrix, i.e., R × R = 17 × 17.
Since one resource block occupies 180 kHz and 1 ms, the
GFMA block time is 18 ms including a preamble time duration
of 1 ms, and the GFMA bandwidth is 3.06 MHz. We utilize
an LDPC channel coding scheme in the proposed RH-GFMA
framework. According to [41], we utilize the base graph 1
and set the LDPC lifting size to 36. From the LDPC lifting
size, a parity check matrix is generated, and the correspond-
ing packet length is set to 2448 bits. With a QPSK modulation

Fig. 5. (a) Occurrence probability of interfering devices and (b) BLER of
the random hopping scheme when L = 3.

scheme and a coding rate of 0.3235, a device can transmit up
to 1584 bits (198 bytes) over 792 symbols in a GFMA block.

Fig. 5(a) shows the occurrence probabilities of K interfering
devices on a single resource according to the activation prob-
ability. K = 0 represents that only a target device transmits
its data without interfering devices. In other words, the num-
ber of competing devices (denoted as C) is counted as the
number of interfering devices plus a single target device, i.e.,
C = K + 1. As the activation probability increases, the occur-
rence probability of a larger number of interfering devices
increases. Moreover, there is a possibility that the number of
competing devices exceeds the loading factor, i.e., C > L. Due
to decoding complexity, we limit the decoding capability up to
C = 4; in other words, the decoder computes LLR values up
to four competing devices. If the number of competing devices
exceeds 4, the decoder sets LLR values to 0.

Fig. 5(b) shows the BLER of the random hopping scheme
for varying active probabilities when the loading factor L is
equal to 3. As the activation probability increases, the BLER
increases due to an increase in the number of competing
devices on the same resource. Especially, the BLER signif-
icantly increases over an activation probability of 0.6 since
the occurrence of K > 3 becomes severe.

Fig. 6 shows the occurrence probabilities of interfering
devices on a single resource for varying the active probabilities
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Fig. 6. Occurrence probability of interfering devices for both of resource
group hopping and LSG hopping when L = 3.

for both of resource group hopping and LSG hopping when
L = 3. K = 2 or equivalently C = 3 represents that a target
device and two interfering devices (three competing devices)
transmit their data on the identical resource. Compared to
Fig. 5(a) for the random hopping, the number of competing
devices for both resource group hopping and LSG hopping
can be limited to the loading factor L.

Fig. 7(a) shows the BLER of the resource group hopping
scheme with ν = 1 for varying the loading factor L. In par-
ticular, L = 3 with ν = 1 represents that the whole GFMA
block is shared with three competing devices. The performance
degrades by 1 dB and 2.5 dB in L = 2 and L = 3, respectively,
compared to L = 1.

Fig. 7(b) shows the BLER of the resource group hopping
scheme for varying active probabilities when the loading factor
L is equal to 3. In the resource group hopping scheme, if the
interfering devices in the same resource group are active, a
whole data packet is interfered by them. Hence, we can obtain
the results by combining the results between the occurrence
probabilities of interfering devices in Fig. 6 and the BLER of
the resource group hopping scheme with ν = 1 in Fig. 7(a).
More specifically, we can calculate the BLER of the resource
group hopping scheme as follows:

BLER(L, ν) =
L−1∑
k=0

�(k, ν) × BLER(k + 1, ν = 1) (16)

where BLER(L, ν) denotes the BLER of the loading factor
L at an activation probability of ν, and �(k, ν) denotes the
occurrence probability of k interfering devices at an activation
probability of ν.

Fig. 8 shows the BLER of the LSG hopping scheme for
varying active probabilities when the loading factor L is equal
to 3. Even though the occurrence probabilities of interfering
devices are the same as those of the resource group hopping
scheme, the number of interfering devices varies resource by
resource due to a Latin square hopping pattern, compared to
that of the resource group hopping scheme, in which the num-
ber of interfering devices is fixed during packet transmission.
As a result, the LSG hopping scheme outperforms the resource
group hopping scheme in therms of the BLER. For example,
at an activation probability of ν = 0.8, the required Eb/I0 for

Fig. 7. (a) BLER of the resource group hopping scheme with ν = 1 and
(b) BLER of the resource group hopping scheme when L = 3.

Fig. 8. BLER of the LSG hopping scheme when L = 3.

a target BLER of 10−2 is 0.2 dB in the LSG hopping scheme,
while 0.75 dB in the resource group hopping scheme.

Fig. 9 compares the BLER of all schemes when the loading
factor L is eqaul to 3. In Fig. 9(a), the activation probability
is set to 0.2, representing relatively low activity of devices.
In this environment, the BLER of the proposed LSG scheme
shows 1.5, 0.5, and 0.2-dB gains compared to resource group,
existing RA with NOMA, and random hopping schemes,
respectively. On the other hand, in Fig. 9(b), the activation
probability is set to 0.4, representing a relatively high activity
of devices. In this environment, the BLER of the proposed
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Fig. 9. Comparison of BLER of all schemes when L = 3. (a) ν = 0.2.
(b) ν = 0.6.

Fig. 10. Number of devices accommodated for varying the maximum
allowable packet delay.

LSG scheme shows 1.2 and 1-dB gains compared to random
hopping and resource group schemes, respectively. However,
the existing RA scheme with NOMA shows the saturated
BLER of 0.40 starting at −0.7 dB Eb/I0.

Fig. 10 shows the number of devices accommodated
(GFMA accommodation capacity) for varying the maximum
allowable packet-delay time, which is defined as the maximum

TABLE II
MAXIMUM SUPPORTABLE ACTIVATION PROBABILITY

FOR δ = 0.6 (DENSE NETWORK)

allowable waiting time for a device to transmit a packet in RH-
GFMA schemes. Basically, as the maximum allowable packet
delay increases, the number of devices which can be accom-
modated also increases. In addition, a larger loading factor L
causes to accommodate a larger number of devices. At a maxi-
mum allowable packet delay of 30 s, the RH-GFMA schemes
can accommodate 113 200 devices with L = 4. However, it
is not guaranteed that the RH-GFMA schemes can accommo-
date 113 200 devices for all active probabilities. We should
note that any uplink systems should be operated under a tar-
get interference-over-thermal value, which is affected by the
number of competing devices and their activation probability.

Fig. 11 shows the interference-over-thermal for varying
active probabilities. Here, we set the interference ratio to 0.3
and 0.6 for sparse and dense networks, respectively. When
L = 1, each device can utilize an exclusive resource with-
out interfering devices. Thus, we can observe that lower
interference-over-thermal values even at an activation prob-
ability of 1. We also observe that the larger loading factor,
the larger interference-over-thermal values. The LSG hopping
scheme yields lower interference-over-thermal values com-
pared to the other hopping schemes, while the resource group
hopping scheme yields the highest interference-over-thermal
values except L = 2. It is worth noting that the existing
RA scheme with NOMA capability shows lower interference-
over-thermal values compared to the resource group hopping
scheme except L = 2. In this scheme, higher loading fac-
tor (L > 2) causes more devices not to transmit data at the
third step of the RA procedure due to the lack of available
resources to be scheduled by RAR messages. As suggested
in [44], we set the target interference-over-thermal value to
10 dB. Especially, with L = 4 and δ = 0.6, the interference-
over-thermal value exceeds 10 dB at the active probabilities
of 0.16, 0.24, 0.25, and 0.28 in the resource group, existing
RA, random, and LSG hopping schemes, respectively.

Tables II and III summarize the maximum supportable
active probabilities for each hopping scheme by considering
both of the required BLER and the 10-dB interference-over-
thermal constraints for a dense network with an interference
ratio δ of 0.6 and a sparse network with an interference
ratio δ of 0.3, respectively. Among all schemes, the LSG
scheme shows the highest supportable active probabilities for
all loading factors. In addition, the maximum supportable
active probabilities of the existing RA scheme with NOMA
capability are mostly affected by the required BLER and, thus,
in both cases, it shows similar values for each loading factor.

Finally, Tables IV and V summarize the number of accom-
modating active devices for each hopping scheme by consid-
ering both of the maximum packet delay and the maximum
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Fig. 11. Interference-over-thermal for varying loading factors. (a) L = 1. (b) L = 2. (c) L = 3. (d) L = 4.

TABLE III
MAXIMUM SUPPORTABLE ACTIVATION PROBABILITY FOR δ = 0.3

(SPARSE NETWORK)

supportable activation probability constraints for a dense
network with an interference ratio δ of 0.6 and a sparse
network with an interference ratio δ of 0.3, respectively. In
both networks, all schemes in the proposed RH-GFMA frame-
work accommodate the highest number of active devices with
a loading factor of L = 2 under each packet-delay constraint.
In particular, for the dense network (δ = 0.6), the LSG,
resource group, and random hopping schemes can accommo-
date 32 262, 29 432, and 28 866 devices, respectively, under
the packet-delay constraint of 30 s. However, even though the
existing RA scheme is equipped with NOMA capability, the
result shows that the loading factor of L = 1, i.e., (M = R),
is the best way to maximally accommodate devices in both
of sparse and dense networks. In addition, the existing RA
scheme with NOMA capability shows approximately half the

number of accommodating active devices compared to that of
the LSG scheme in the proposed SG-GFMA framework for
the sparse network.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed an RH-GFMA framework for
simultaneously satisfying connectivity, reliability, and latency
requirements in 6G-enabled massive IoT networks. In partic-
ular, we considered three different types of resource hopping
schemes for the proposed RH-GFMA framework and the exist-
ing RA scheme with NOMA capability, and compared their
BLER performance as a reliability metric. Based on the BLER
performance, we derived interference-over-thermal values for
these hopping schemes and the existing scheme. As a result,
we calculated the expected number of devices accommodated
for the proposed RH-GFMA framework by considering the
maximum-allowable packet delay and the interference-over-
thermal with the required target BLER. Simulation results
showed that the Latin-square group hopping scheme yields
the best performance among the proposed RH-GFMA tech-
niques over a large range of activation probability for a given
number of IoT devices. Therefore, the proposed RH-GFMA
can be adopted as a promising technique for critical mMTC
service scenarios in 6G-enabled IoT networks.
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TABLE IV
NUMBER OF ACCOMMODATING ACTIVE DEVICES FOR δ = 0.6 (DENSE NETWORK)

TABLE V
NUMBER OF ACCOMMODATING ACTIVE DEVICES FOR δ = 0.3 (SPARSE NETWORK)
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